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ABSTRACT, ~ Beams of 45 MeV and 155 MeV protons and 60 MeV alphas have been used 
12 ' to investigate the high lying continuum of C. Various multipolarities and 

strengths have been located between 15 MeV and 30 MeV excitation energy. 

Isovector El states have been located at excitation energies between 20 and 

30 MeV ; E2 states at 15.3, 18.4 MeV (T-0) ; E3 state at 21.65 MeV (T=0) ; 

E4 state at 19.6 MeV (T-0) ; M2 state at 19.2 MeV (T=l). The results are 

analyzed in terms of both collective and microscopic model calculations. 

NUCLEAR REACTIONS ,2C(p,p') l 2 C , E - 45 MeV and 155 MeV. l 2C(a,a') , ZC, 

E, = 60 HeV. E x * 0-30 MeV ; measured o(E.Q) ; discussed multipolarities 

and strengths. 



I. INTRODUCTION 

The discovery of the giant quadrupole resonanre (GQR) (refs * )) has raised 

a new and broad interest in the nuclear continuum. Many recent liadron scattering 
1 3 4 

experiments have revealed nei* systematic structures * * ) other than those known 

from p'.iotonuclear experiments * ) (mainly the giant dipole resonance (GDR)). The 

distributions and strengths of the multipolarities observed in these experiments 

provided new information about the collective behaviour of nuclear matter ) ana 

gave rise to new theoretical ) investigations to serve as a guide far further 

experiments. The large amount of works in this domain has the implicit purpose of 

determining the basic nuclear information that the conLinuum potentially contains, 
9 10 

such as viscosi ' ) and compressibility of the nuclear matter ). 
-1/3 

The GQR lias been located at a systematic energy of about E = 60 A MeV 

(refs * )) in the medium and heavy nuclei, and it was found to exhaust most of 

the E2 energy weighted sum rule (EWSR). In the light nuclei, no such systematic 

structure was first observed ) but the analysis of 0(p,y) data -ivealed the 
12 

presence of some E2 strength in the continuum of this nucleus ). This was con-
13 14 

firmed later by the authors ) and in ref. ). On the other hand, it is known 

from photonuclear (e,e') experiments that several multipolarities other ths.n El 

and E2 are present in the continuum of light nuclei ' * ). 

The purpose of the present work was to investigate the continuum of some well 

known light nuclei by inelastic scattering of liadrons. These particles used as a 

nuclear probe are expected to provide very complementary informations to those 

obtained from photonuclear (y,particle) and (0,0') experiments : Photoproduction 

experiments excite preferentially the isovoctor K] transitions, whereas the 



inelastic electron scattering excite with equal strength isovector and isoscalar 

transitions which are however limited to low multîpûlcs (L < 3). These features 

are due co the nature of both the projectile and the interaction (Coulomb field). 

The proton probe, due to the nature of the nucleon-nuclcon interactions has larger 

strength for isoscalar than for isovector transitions, in both cases the various 

multipolaritics arc equally excited. The a-pnrticle used as a projectile permits 

*to select the isoscalar part of the spectrum, the general features of the inter

action being the same. 
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The investigation of the continuum using hadron scattering on C is descri

bed in this paper. The experiments were performed at two proton energies 

45 and 155 McV. A complementary experiment «as done with 60 HeV o-beam- The exci

tation energy region investigated extended up to 30 McV in the three experiments. 

The experimental set-up is described in the next sections whereas the data reduc

tion problems are treated in section 3. Sections 4 and 5 ara devoted to the opti

cal model and methods of analysis rcsp., the latter including both the collective 

model approach and the microscopic calculations. The results and discussions are 

presented in section 6 whereas in section 7, they are summarized and a short con

clusion is given. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP AND CALIBRATION 

The 45 MeV proton experiments were performed with the variable energy cyclo

tron of the Institut des Sciences Nucléaires of Grenoble. The beam, energy-analy

zed by means of a two magnet analyzing system, was focused on a target placed at 

the center of a 1-meter diameter scattering chamber. The detection system consis

ted of two AE-E silicon-counter telescopes. One was covering the forward angles 

between about 7° and 90". It was equiped with a 600 um AE detector and a 10 mm 

E-detoctor. Both counters were placed in a cryostatic device and the E crystal 

was coulee1 at liquid nitrogen te-mptratuire. The £E and H cou-.iters were thr.rwically 



insulated from each other by meav -f r tefl-in rir.^. This was necessary to set 

the temperature of the AE detector to the» optimum value of about - 30°C. The 

second telescope was covering the angular range betwoc-n 90* and 170°. Two 

silicon counters of thickness 700 urn (/.K) ami 5 nun (E) provided the ability 
12 

to fetop all the protons scattered from C in the assigned angular range. These 
2 counters were cooled with standard Pellatier-effect devices. The 3 mg/cra thick 

target was obtained by mechanical grinding of natural graphite. The scattered par

ticles were identified by means of a standard Gouldîng type particle Mentification 

system and the data were stored in a multichannel analyzer. Spectra were recorded 

for angles between 7.5° and 170° by 5 to 10° steps. The overall resolution for both 

telescopes vas around 150 kcV at forward angles and 200 keV at large angles. 

The 60 MeV a experiment was conducted with the same accelerator in a quite 

similar way with two telescopes, each one consisting in two AE-E silicon detec

tors (350 pu., 2 mm). Spectra were recorded between 7.5° and 90° and the resolu

tion was at best 150 keV. 

The 155 MeV proton data were obtained at the Institut de Physique Kucleaire 

of Orsay with the synchrocyclotron. The scattered protons were detected with a 

inultiwirc proportionnai counter placed in the focal pljue of a magnetic spectro

meter. The douterons and heavier fragments were eliminated by a simple system of 

absorber and coincidence. This experimental set-up has been described in detail 

in ref. )- The liroi-ed size of the detector restrained the excitation energy 

range detected to about 6 MeV. In order to cover the excitation energy range from 

0 to 30 Mc v at each angle» the data were obtained by recording partial spectra 

for as many bytes of the spectrometer magnetic iield as necessary. An overlap of 

about 1.5 MeV w.;s admitted between two successive bytes. Complete spectra were 
2 

reconstructed later on a computer. The 35 mg/cm thick target was made from ndLural' 



graphite. The investigated angular range was between 7* and 70*. The resolution 

was 153 to 250 keV. An accurate and consistent (over angular range) calibration 

was obtained from the 45 McV proton data. For example» the 23.50 MeV excitation 

energy state was obtained with an uncertainty of ± 50 keV. The experimental con

ditions (described above) for the 155 MeV experiment lead to larger uncertainty 

for the high lying states. However unambiguous correspondence could be made bet

ween the spectra obtained for the two proton experiments and the reference peak 

obtained at 23.50 MeV excitation energy from the 45 MeV experiment was used to 

calibrate the 19-30 MeV excitation energy region in the 155 MeV experiment 

spectra. 

The (a,a*) calibration turned out to be in fair.'y good agreement with the 

45 MeV proton experiment calibration and shed some light on the isoscalar part 

of the spectrum* 

The overall accuracy, due to beam current integration, solid angle and target 

thickness definition» is estimated to be about 15 %. Relative uncertainties between 

different angles were kept smaller than 5 % by using a monitor detector at a fixed 

angle. Uncertainties on the cross section due to background definition in the spec

tra will be discussed in the next section. 

3. DATA REDUCTION 

The continuum region of the spectra obtained from the three experiments was se

parated into background and peaks. The background is supposed to be populated by va

rious possible quasi-free processes, i.e. mainly (p,*pa)f (p,pn), (p,2p), etc.. ; The 

detailed shapes and magnitudes of these many contributions to the background are not 

known. Therefore simple assumptions were made to estimate the global background in the 

region of main interest (17-30 MeV excitation energy) : Firstly it was assumed linear ; 

this approximation turned out to be in reasonabU agreement with the global shape or th 

spectra in most of the cases. However for the 155 MeV proton experiment, it might lead 

to overestimate the cross-sections of the states at excitation energy E„ > 20 MeV, as 
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already pointed out )- Secondly, it was interpolated between the regions of the 

Spectrum populated only by the background, i.e. where no peaks were seen at any 

angle : around E % 17 MeV for the low energy side and 30 KaV for the high energy 

side. Below E * 17 MeV, the hackgrccvJ was drawn linear down to the o-chreshold 

at around 7 MeV excitation energy. The change of slope of the background around 

E » 17 HeV- can be explained by the presence of the (p>pn) and (p,2p) threshold 

at 18.72 MeV and 15.96 MoV respectively. The cross-sections of the states at 17 

MeV < E < 22 MeV excitation energies, were not very sensitive to the assumption 

made, mainly because the ratio of the height of the peak to the background is 

large, the corresponding uncertainty can be estimated around 10 to 15 % ; conversely 

they are very sensitive to the background assumption for states at E > 22 MeV becausc 

the ratio gets much smaller. This is especially true for the 155 MeV proton spectra . ) . 

Fortunately, the AS MeV proton spectra were not so ambiguous from that standpoint and 

the background could not be reasonably varied in a large extent {fig. I)» the uncer

tainty due to background definition amounts to around 20 %< 

After background subtraction, the difference spectra were unfolded into 

single peaks. For that purpose, a code was constructed vhich allowed for computing 

and summing up several peaks (maximum 10) with Gaussian, Breit-Wigner or Lorcntzian 

shape. Another possibility of that program is to perform a x search, fitting a 

region of the spectrum by varying one, two or three of the parameters height, 

width, position, and including three peaks in a same search. The data were reduced, 

combining these two options, Dn a PDP 9 computer cquiped with a scope displaying 

the fit spectra. Sreit-Wigner shapes were used for the peaks both because they \ 

turned out to provide the better results in fitting the spectra and because they 

are expected to describe more closely the shape of the peaks provided that their - | 

physical width is much larger than the experimental resolution. Fig. 2 gives ..n j 

example of the rosult obtained with this procedure. j 



4. OPTICAL MODEL PARAfCTHRS 

Th« Dtf&A calculations have been conducted using for each reaction one or tvo 

sets of parameters. 

For the 45 MeV proton experiments and for transitions to the levels at 

•E < 15 MeV, the distorted vaves were generated both in the incoming and outgoing 
I Q 

channel* with a set of parameters taken from ref. ). Transitions to the high-

lying states (E > 15 MeV) w^re calculated using in the outgoing channel the para-
20 meters from ref. ) which reproduce the clastic scattering at approximately the 

outgoing energy of scattered protons in this experiment. This procedure does not 

really change the shape of the calculated cross-section but can affect its magni

tude by 30 X in some cases. 

21 

For the 155 îtoV proton experiment, the optical parameters from ref. ) were 

used in both the incoming and outgoing channels for all the calculations. Using 

different optical parameters in the outgoing channel was not expected to provide 

markedly different results* the relative energy difference being small. 
22 The a-scattering optical parameters available in the littérature ) turned 

out not to be satisfactory in reproducing our elastic scattering data. On the 

other hand ve have not found any set to describe the outgoing distorter! waves 

around 40 MeV- Therefore optical model calculations have been conduced fitting 

the 60 MeV a-scattering data obtained in the present experimental work and the 
23 

42 MeV data from ref. }. The latter were used to generate partial waves in 

•the outgoing channel for transitions to E > 15 MeV. Fig. 3 shows the 

fit obtained for the 60 MeV data with the following parameters V =• 218 MeV, 

r y * 1.27, ay = 0.71 fm, W » 13.2 MeV, r u = 2.14, a w «= 0.27 fm. Fcr the outgoing 

channel the parameters obtained are V = 207 MeV, r v » 1.31 « a v = 0.66 fm, W *• 

9.9 HeV, r w = 2.14, a„ = 0.185 fm. 
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5. METHODS OF ANALYSIS 

5.Ï. COLLECTIVE MODEL 

The data have been analyzed in the framework of the standard DWBA collective 

model extended by G.K. Sntchler ') to the case of giant resonances (G.R.). 

The calculations have been performed with the latest version of the code DWUCK 

(fiwi'CK 4). The collective model analysis of the giant dipole resonance cross-sec

tion measured in our experiments have been reported in a previous paper ). In 

24 - * 
ref. ) , the isoscalar oscillations are described starting from nuclear equiden-

sity surfaces deformed according to : 

The value k = I leading to the usual Bohr-Mottclson prescription has been used in 

this analysis. R is a length of the order of the nuclear radius. It can be shown 

using the folding model that this parameter R is clearly related to the radius of 

the optical model potential .used in the radial part of standard DIÎBA form factor 

(see .appendix) ; 

»V (r) 

where R is the radius of the optical model potential» V (r) describes the radial 

Saxon-Wood dependence of the potential. 

Using the Energy Weighted Sum Rule (EWSK) limit corresponding to the multipole 

mass operator r L y£ <e,t) (rofs 2 A » 2 5 ) ) : 

- 2 L ' 2 > , (5.3) • 

"1 



the complete derivation leads to th*" practical formula : 

n n ° L ° ^ A (L+2) 2 < r L ' > 2 

The momenta of the nuclear matter radius < r n > have been computed using the proton 

density parameters determined from electron scattering data in rcf, ) . 

5.2. MICROSCOPIC CALCULATIONS 

A microscopic analysis of the data has been carried out for the two (p>p') 

experiments» using the code DUBA 74 of R. Schaeffer and J. Ray rial ). This code 

includes the contribution of the knock-out exchange terra ) in the transition am-
12 29 

plitude. The wavefunctions for the C nucleus have been taken from ref. ). 

These R.F.A. calculations predict states | j \ T, E > up to more than 40 MeV 

excitation energy, providing a basis for comparison to our experimental results. 

On the other hand» some of these wave functions have been tested in the analysis 
30 of (e,c') experiments ) and turned out to account for the observed cross-section. 

The effective interaction is taken ) as : 

V<r) = V 0 Q(r) + v 0 1(r) (?.?')' + V,0(r)(?.S') + V M < r ) (a.Put.V) 

* (VLS« + W r > ( ? - ? ' » <°> (5.5) 
+ (vT(x) + VTT(r)(?.?')) s,„ 

This interaction includes respectively isoscalax, isospin-flip, spin-flip and 

spin-isospin flip components for the central force ; isoscalar ar.d isospin-flip 

component for the non-centrai, spin-orbit (£.?) and tensor (S.*) terms of the 

force. The radial dependence is defined by Yukawa potentials : V_T(r) = 

VST 77T -



For the 45 MeV îucîdunt enemy, the DtfljA calculations have been performed 

32 
with the parameters of ref. ) which wc shall refer to as PS. The so-called 

33 12 

BBM interaction ) was also tested on the known transitions of C. As it pro

vided similar results (sec fig. 4), and was of a wore complicated form* it was 

not used to calculate the cross-sections for R.P.A* predicted transitions. It 

will be shown later that the chosen interaction PS cînarly overestimates 

the cross-sections with AS * I and/or AT =• 1 . This is illustrated on Fig. A 

where the calculated cross-sections hnd to be rcnornalized to reproduce the 

forward angles of the measured angular distributions. 

For the 155 MeV incident energy, as thore was no effective interaction avai

lable from the littérature, the gross features of the interaction were obtained 

by adjusting the various terms of relation (5.5) so that DU'EA microscopic calcu

lations reproduce the measured cross sections of known level». The resulting va-
34 

lues were reported in an earlier paper ). This effective force has been used in 

the present work to predict the cross-sectiens for the high excitation energy 

states. 

Antisifirmetvization* In order to account for the 'partial) ancisymmetrization 

of the projectile-target system, the contribution of the so-called knock-out 

28 
exchange term ) to the scattering amplitude was included in the calculations. 

The ccj£ BWBÀ 74 allows for exact calculation of this term. However» as the com

puting time for complete calculation is increased by about one order of magnitude 

when the exchange term is included, we have been led to conceive a simplified 

procedme in order M confine the necessary computer tine wichin reasonable 

limits. Considering transitions of given multipolar!ty, parity and isospin 

|J , T >, one complote direct + exchange (D+E) and one direct (D) calculations 

only,i/?re performed for only one representative particle-hole (p-h) component 



of the wave functions. The calculated angular distributions were then compared 

to each other providing an exchange coefficient F K (JV»T) J — . In the 
P h L ° B Jp-h 

following step, a was calculated for complete RFA wave functions (KF) and the 

exchange effects were finally taken into account approximately by applying the 

rcnorroalization o-^«(KF) % F . x o n(WF). It vas checked on a few cases that ii •+ E* p—n u 

exact and approximated calculations were in agreement and did not differ by more 

than say, 20 2. For the 45 HcV proton cxpcrincni; Table 1 gives the normalization 

coefficients determined for the ( J \ T ) values of interest* Note that the values 
35 36 show the L-dependence previously observed and explained ' }. For the S5S HcV 

incident energy, the contribution ol rbe knock-out tern is expected to be weak ) . 

This was checked and reported in rcf. ,i. Hence» the exchange term contribution 

was neglected .in calculations reported in this work for this incident energy. 

6. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

6.1. THE KNOWN TRANSITIONS 

The angulau* distributions of the known transitions have bc-sn used to test 

the effective interaction and the collective model approach. The corresponding 

(p,p') results at 155 MeV incident- energy have b"een analyzed with the niciosccpic 

model in ref. ). Angular distributions of crosj,-sections for the 'A.44 HeV, 2 ) 

and (9.65 MeV, 3~$ collective transLions from inelastic scattering of 45 MeV pro

ton.- and 60 HeV alphas are shown ci fig. 5. On this figure» the Cp»p*> data arc 

compared to microscopic model calculations including knock-out exchange confcribu-

tiens (exéet calculations). The quantum numbers of the wave functions ) arc given 

in the insets of rhe figure. For tî:3 two transitions, the magnitude o f the exoss 

section* are correctly reproduced without rcnonnalization, while the shape of the 

2' experimental angular distribution is rather poorly reproduced ;*y the calculation. 



Collective model calculations have been performed for the two reactions :tlm 

agreement is never very good, although the gross features of the experimental 

angular distributions are reasonably reproduced, which permits a clear distinc

tion between the two multipolar!ties. Table 2 gives 0.R-values extracted from 

the collcctive-^iodel analysis for the throe experiments. The general agreement 

' is good compared to values from other experiments * ) except for the values 

from (attt') data which are too low by a factor of about two. This is understood 

as the effect of the large imaginary radius of the à-partiel^ optical potential 
39 

in complex form factor DWBA calculations ). No attempt was made to o ^ a m 

better p, values for the (a,a*) results because the purpose of this particular 

experiment was to locate the isoscalar strength and because the small peak to 

background ratio for most of the states in the continuum made quantitative ana

lysis of these transitions rather unreliable. 

The angular distribution of the (12.7 MeV, I +, T = 0), (15.1 MeV, 1 + , T=l) 

and (16.1 MeV, 2 , T=l) arc shown on fig. 4 and compared to microscopic calcu

lation (see comments in the preceding section). 

Lovel at 14,08 MeV. This level is known as ( J \ T > « (4*,0) (ref. 3 8 ) ) . Fig. 6 

displays the angular distributions measured in the three experiments compared 

with calculations. The disagreement between theory and experiment is impressive 

for the 45 MeV proton and 60 MeV alpha experiments. In the first case, collective 

(not shown) as well as microscopic calculations fail to reproduce the shape of 

the angular distributions, while in the second case the collective model calcula

ted value is just out of phase with the experimental angular distribution. Con

versely, the 155 MeV results show a rather typical L = 4 angular distribution 

veil reproduced in shape by microscopic calculations assuming a single particle-

hole component | (P 3y? ^7/?^** > w a v e function. The calculated values must be 



- «normalized by a factor N ° 0.5 in order to coïncide with the data points. 

Although the collective model curve is slightly out of phase with the experimen

tal shape, the agreement is still fairly good. These results suggest that at low 

incident energies, mechanisms like double step could contribute to populate this 

transition which is therefore poorly described by single step calculations* At 

.higher incident energy the two-step contribution becomes negligible and the agree

ment gets better. 

6.2. THE NON-DIPOLE STATES ABOVE E x •= 15 MeV 

All the results from the present experiments are summarized in table 3. 

Level at 15.3 MeV. This state was observed in the 155 MeV proton experiment and 

in the 60 MeV a-experiment (see fig. 1). In both experiments the full width at 

half maximum (FHHM) was found to be r % 2 MeV. Its observation has been reported 

40 
in ref. ). Although we could suspect its presence in the 45 MeV proton spectra, 

it was not possible to work out a reliable cross-section. The «-data are not very 

typical but are in reasonable agreement with L <= 2 calculations. At 155 MeV, the 

angular distribution (fig. 7) exhibits a rather clear quadrupolc character. The 

data can also be reproduced by L = 0 calculations performed in the framework defi-

41 
ned in ref. ). Under this assumption, the state would exhaust around 20 % of the 

breathing mode EWSR limit. The same breathing mode calculation for the (a,a') reac

tion does not provide a good fit to the data points as the structure of the calcu

lated curve is similar to that obtained with L = 2 calculations, but for much 

deeper minima. Our L = 2 assignement ) is now confinned by more recent results ). 

Levet at 28.35 MeV. The spectra from the two proton experiments show a peak 

(fig. 1) of approximately the same width at this excitation energy and the a-data 

provide evidence for some (isoscalar) strength at 18.5 ± 0.15 HeV. The angular dis

tributions shown on fig. 8 for the two proton experiments lead to different 



conclusions concerning this transition. At 155 HcV, the data arc quite typical of 

a transfer L » 2 and well reproduced by microscopic calculations assuming the vave 

function |2 , T = 0 Î9.2 McV >(ue£> )), when r?norm.ilized by a factor N = 0.5. 

Collective model calculations arc also in agreement with the experiment vut sligh

tly shifted towards larger angles. At 45 lleV the experimental angular distribution 

is rather atypical and in sharp conflict with both collective model (not shown) 

and microscopic calculations using the same uavc function |2 » T « 0 19.2 McV >, 

(see fig. 8). However, for the latter case, quantitative agreement is obtained at 

forward angles. An attempt to solve this contradiction between the two incident 

energies can be made, noting the following points : 

.(i) At 45 MeV, the angular distributions measured for th? 18.35 McV and the 

20.6 McV transitions are similar (fig. 8). 

(ii) The data obtained for two states at 18.36 McV and 20.54 McV from B(p,p) 

and B(p,y) experiments ) are compatible with Jv » 3" assignments. 

29 

The RPA calculations ) predict a 3 , T=t level at 18,4 McV. The correspon

ding microscopic calculations are shown on fig. 8 ; at 45 McV, the calculated va

lues are in general agreement with the measurements both in shape and magnitude. 

At 155 McV, the cross-section calculated for the 3 is smaller than the value 

obtained for the 2 by about one order of magnitude. Therefore as far as the RPA 

wave functions can be. considered as a good guide, the observed discrepancy is 

removed and evidence is suggested for the existence of two levels, (2 , T = 0) and 

O", T=l) lying around the same excitation energy 18.35 i 0.05 MeV the former 

being preferentially excited at J55 MeV. Simple considerations on the angular 

momentum matching at the two incident energies do not account for this effect. 

Level at 19*4 IteV. The proton spectra at the two incident energies provided 

evidence for a doublet at 19.4 - 19.6 MeV. The cross-section of the lower exci

tation energy member is strongly forward peaked while the upper member dominates 
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at larger angles. At 45 and 15' MeV, the angular distributions Cor the 19.4 HeV 

transition are very well reproduced by isovector dipole collective model ealcu-

•••""ions (L«=l) (reEs ' )}. However, no ! state was observed at this excita-
5 42 

tion energy in photoproductioc. experiments * ) , though known to excite prefe
rentially dipole states. We therefore identify it to the 2 state previously 

43 . . . . 
observed in (efe'} experiments ) and sometimes interpreted as a spm-isospin 

6 4j 

generalized Goldhaber-Tel1er vibration ' ). Fig. B compares the experimental 

data to the microscopic calculations. The shape of the angular distribution is 

quite well reproduced by calculated values for the two incident energies, but 

the normalizations necessary to fit the date arc very different at 45 HeV 

(N « 0.5) «id. 155 MeV (N = 2.8). 

Level at 29,65 MeV. The angular distributions measured for this transition 

arc peaked at large angles and then are typical of large angular momentum 

transfer. For the 45 MeV and 155 MeV proton experiments the shapes are well 

reproduced (fig. 8) by collective model calculations assuming L*= 4. However» 

the deformation parameters extracted are in disagreement suggesting that the 

transition could be not at all collective (see below). At 45 MeV, a microsco

pic calculation assuming a single particle-hole |p«*? «̂i/? > component for 

the wave function leads to a good agreement in shape between the calculated 

curve and the data points, but a renormalization N ~ 0.33 is still necessary 

Cor the theory to reproduce the data. For the same calculation at 155 MeV, 

the order of magnitude of the measurement is fairly veil reproduced but the 



agreement in shape is not very good. In the (at<x%) experiment the angular distri

bution of tlic strength u*":crvûd at J9.6 MeV has the snwe shape as th/ir ol the I'..03 11 

transition (not shown) providing further evidence for the hcxadocapole nature of 

the transition and establishing its isoscalar nature. Therefore we assign to this 

transition the quantum numbers (J*, Ï) = (4 , 0). A comparison between the micros

copic: analysis inaiîe for the 19.6 HcV and the 14*1 MtV transitions docs not lend to 

very cle.nv cut conclusions mainly because Lhizoret.fcnl wave functions arc not avai

lable. However, considering the 155 HeV results, the experimental cross-Sfcetious 

are in tho ratio a (19.6 MeV)/a (14.1 MeV) % 10. This ratio is reproduced 

within a factor of two by the calculations o - (19.6 MeV)/o ^(14.1 MeV) ft; 5. It 

suggests that the |p-3/7 ^7/2 > component dominates the 14.1 MeV wave i-netion 

whereas |p->/? ^s/9 > component dominates that of the 19.6 MeV state» consistently -

with simple shell model considerations. Furthermore, the excitation energies of 

these two states differ by ûE <\* 5.5 MeV, this is just the energy difference due 

to spin-orbit interaction in the shell i?r*dèlr for a nucléon ou the f-shcll. 

Level at 20.2?. MeV. This level could not be identified at 155 MeV and the cross 

section could be extracted at a few forward angles only at 45 HeV. The angular 

distribution falls off very rapidly and suggests l->r this state a small angular 

momentum L ̂  I. 

Level at 20,6 hloV. This transition has not been isolated in the r.-spectra 

while it was observed (fig. 1) in the proton experiments. In these latter cases, 

the experimental data are well reproduced in shape by microscopic calculations 

— 29 

(fig. S) assuming the wave function J3 , T=l, 23.5 MeV > from rcf. ), with 

the normalization coefficients quoted on fig. 8. An assignment (Jm,T) « 3", 1) for 

this state is in agreement \jith other experimental results ). 

file:///jith


E3 strength at S between 21 and 22 MeV. In this excitation energy .region» 
the two proton experiments are not in agreement with each other : the 45 MeV 

spectra show a peak centered at 21.65 + 0.15 MeV which largely dominates the 

continuum up to around 0, . = 9 0 % whereas at 155 MeV the peak located at 

E - 21.3 ± 0.25 MeV dominates the spectra at angles between 25 and 45°. 

The (i-spectra clearly show noticeable strength centered around 21.6 MeV. Collec-

- tive model calculation assuming an angular momentum L « 3 for t M s state repro

duces very well the angular distribution at 45 MeV (fig. 8 ) . The corresponding 

comparison at 155 McV is sliqhtly more ambiguous but still prefers L a 3 assign

ment. It must be noted that the ft. value extracted from the 45 MeV data corres

ponds to 13 % of the EWSR. This makes this state very collective. Microscopic 

calculations have been done with the RFA wave function |3 , T » 0 , 19.5 MeV > 
t 29 \ 

(rcf. )j and the results confirm the assignment L * 3 : the calculated value is 

in very good agreement with the data at 155 M G V without renormalization. 

At 45 MeV the predicted ciross-section is too small by a factor of two. The observa

tion of this 3 state is in disagreement with recent measurements ) in which a state 
3 3 

was observed at E x - 21.3 MeV and assigned L « 2 both from <a,a') and ( H e , He') ex
periments. This is particularly difficult to understand for the 155 MeV experiment 
*n account of the very good transferred angular .^omentum selectivity of the angular 
distributions measured in this reaction. 



level at 22.35 «el'. The 60 McV (a,u') and the 45 MeV (p,p') data revealed the 

existence of a state located at 22.35 ± 0.05 MeV excitation energy, of width 

T • 0.3 i 0.05 MeV (FV1IM). The peak was largely dominating the 45 MeV proton 

spectra at lab. angles larger than 90*. As we could not extract its cross-section 

with any reliability at forward angles, no angular momentum can be assigned to 

this transition, even tentatively. No peak was observed at this excitation energy 

.in the 155 MeV experiment. 

Level at 2V,4 t-'£V, Fig. 9 shows the angular distribution of the broad state 

observed in the 155 KoV proton experiment. It is well reproduced by L» 2 microsco

pic calculations using the isovector strength predicted by RPA in this excitation 

energy region. This state was observed neither in the 45 MeV proton experiment, 

nor in the 60 MeV ^experiment. Some isoscalar E2 strength was recently observed 
3 4 . . . . 

m Be and He scattering experiment in the same energy region» confirming our 
result ). 

5.3. THE DIPOLE STATES AND TUE GIANT DIPOLE RESONANCE 

The angular distributions of the states assigned as L=I arc shown on fig. 10. 

The arguments justifying this assignment have been detailed elsewhere for the two 

(p,p') reactions ). They are based on both, the comparison of the experimental 

data to DWIiA calculations for each individual level, and the comparison of the 

dipole strength so deduced from the spectra, to the experimental dipole strength 

from photnnuclear experiments- i'(>e isovector assignment is made on the basis of 

the non-observation o*7 these states in the (a,a') spectra. On fig. 10, for the 

45 McV data, the angular distribution of the IB.J MeV 1~ T=l state * ) is limi

ted to the forward angles, for the large cross-section of the neighbouring 18.4 

McV state (see fig. I) did not allow to extract a reliable cross-section at l.nrger' 

angles. The same holds for the 22.1 MeV state which has been tentatively separated 



out frcr* the large 21.65 McV peak. For the other transitions, the agreement with 

the dipole isoveccor collective model calculations assuming a Jensen-Steinwcdcl 

oscillation ' ) is generally good but the size of the error bars do not remove 

completely the ambiguity between L=l and L = 2 assignment. This is done by the 

155 MeV data as the angular distributions obtained at this incident energy are 

much more sensitive to the transferred angular momentum which provides a much 

better L selectivity and a sound basis for L assignaients. The dipole assignment 

is quite unambiguous fo*- the four upper levels in fig. 10. The agreement between 

experimental and calculated shapes is slightly less good for the strength centered 

around 25.3 MeV and becomes rather poor in the 27 MeV excitation energy region. 

This can be due to the small peak to background ratio in this excitation energy 

region,, where, the cross section becomes very sensitive to small changes in the 

choice of the background. The dipole assignment is maintained for the 27 MeV 

state because in both experiments the data are still compatible with L=l calcu

lated shapes and because some El strength is excited in that excitation energy 

region in photonuclcar reactions ' ). 

The analysis of the dipole strength in terms <.>, the isovector collective 
24 18 

model •) has been reported in ref. ) and will not be repeated here- For the 
29 • microscopic analysis, RPA calculations ) predict several dipole states above 

20 MeV . excitation energy. As it was not possible to identify each observed 

state to one calculated level, we have compared for the two proton experiments 

the total experimental strength to the total calculated cross-section, i.e. the 

sum of the theoretical cross sections calculated for all the \ we functions of 

El states predicted by RPA calculations. The results are shown on fig. 11 : At 

45 MeV the calculation reproduces very well the experimental angular distribution 

when rcnormalizcd by N=0.36. At 155 MeV, the'calculated cross-section without 

renormalization accounts for the data both in magnitude and shape. 

The lower part of fig. I] gives the distribution of the calculated 



strength : «c Die axe î tat ion, energy (eigenvalue) of the predicted level, a line is 

drawn, wiLh height proportionnai to the integrated cross section calculated with 

20 
the corresponding wave function" ) , This diagram corresponds to calculations at 

, 45 MeV, but the distribution is the same at 155 MeV. 

7. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

7.1. MICROSCOPIC ANALYSIS 

Table 4 summarizes the normalization coefficients necessary for the calcula

tions to fit the angular distributions aï. states with AT - I and/or AS = !. The 

values tabulated for Lhe 45 McV experiments show clearly that the interaction 

used overestimates consistently the cross-section by a factor of 2 to 4. Hence the 

32 

magnitude of the corresponding terms of the effective interaction ) should be de

creased by, say 40 %, the account for the data. The situation at 155 McV is more 

ambiguous : the values of N obtained for the low lying collective levels ) those 

at 18.4 MeV (2 + T=0), 19.6 McV (4 + T*0), 21.3 MeV(3~ T>0) and the dipole strength, 

using RPA wave functions or likely assumptions, suggest that the interaction used 

is fairly good. However the large discrepancies between the results of the two pro

ton experi- .nts analysis, concerning the two transitions at 19.4 MeV (2 T=l) and 

20.6 McV (3 T=I) are rather puzzling. Of course these considerations about the 

interactions assume that the RPA wave functions perfectly describe the observed 

states which is not at all asserted. Moreover, the identification of an experimental 

level to a predicted KPA state must be considered only as tentative for levels above 

E - 18 HeV. 

7.2, COLLECTIVE MODL'L ANALYSIS 

Table 5 summarizes the results obtained from collective model analysis of 

isoscalar natural parity trnnr.itinns. The cKlrocted vnlues for the deformation 

J 
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lengths fï, R have been expressed in terms of percentage of the sura rule (EWSR) . 

limit for the two proton experiments (see section 5.1). It appears from this 

table that the values obtained from the 155 MeV proton data are generally 

larger than those deduced from the 45 MeV experiments. The exception is the 

E3 strength in the 21-22 MeV excitation energy region. This indicates that 

44 
the problem of the strength and multipolarity ) around that excitation energy 

is still not quite clear. For the two experiments the p-R values obtained can 

3 4 44 

be compared to those obtained from He and He scattering ) : For the low 

lying levels proton values are markedly larger than He-values. For the highsr 

E2 strength at 15.3 and 18.4 MeV, this trend generally persists, but for a 

given state fluctuates largely from one experiment to the other. 

CONCLUSION 

It has been shown in the analysis of these experiments that various multi-

12 
polarities and strengths are populating the continuum of the C nucleus up to 

£ % 30 MeV, Their observation depends on the incident energy and on the projec

tile. The giant dipole resonance has been observed and exhibits about the same 

structure as in photonuclear reactions. The E2 strength found in the continuum 

is small, none was observed above 20 MeV excitation energy although RPA calcula» 

tions predict four states above 20 MeV [ref. )J. At 45 MeV incident energy, 

proton inelastic scattering seems to weakly excite quadrupole transitions. At 155 

MeV, the excitation of the E3 strength as well seems to be weak. On the contrary, 

3 4 
recent He and He inelastic scattering experiments at 130 and 140 MeV incident 

44 
energies resp. ), were shown to excite preferentially E2 transitions in the conlinuur: 

In the present work no definite GQR was observed and the quadrupole strength found in L 

J 



continuum is arond 15 % KWSK concentrated into two states at E * 15.3 McV and 

18.4 MeV. Other isoscalar transitions have been found around 21.5 HeV (E3) and 

19.6 McV <K4), exhausting noticeable part of the sum rule. (See section 7.2.) 

and table 5). 

The microscopic analysis at 45 McV incident energy has led to the conclu

sion that the chosen interaction well accounts for the observed cross-section 

of transitions to the first two collective 2 and 3" statet, but overestimates 

the cross sections of transitions with AS « 1 and/or AT - ! by a factor of about 

3. Provided this general ronoi-mnlization is don*>, most of the levels observed, 

including the GDK, can be accounted for» within a factor smaller than two,, by 

the calculations (see section 7.1. and table 4). At the incident energy of 

155 MeV a satisfactory general agreement can be obtained from microscopic ana

lysis for isoscalar natural parity transitions : the measured data for the levels 

2* at 4.44 HeV, 3~ at 9.65 MeV (rcf. 3 * ) ] , 4 + at 14.1 McV, 2* at 18.4 MeV, 4 + at 

19.6 MeV and 3 at 21.3 MeV excitation energy are accounted for by the calcula

tions within a factor of two, using RFA «ave functions or reasonable assumptions 

(for the 4 states, see section C). This confirms the reliability of the effective 

interaction determined in ref. ). Moreover, cross sections for AS = ! and/or 

AT = I transitions to levels such as (1 + , T-=0, 12.7 MeV), (l +, T>1, 15.1 MeV), 

(2 , T=l, 16.1 MeV) and the (I -, T-l, GDR), arc well reproduced by our calcula

tions. However, the calculations fail to reproduce the measured cross sections 

to the (2~, T=l, 19.4 MeV) and the (3~, T=l, 20.6 MeV) levels. Tliesc disagreement 

are not consistently observed at the two incident proton energies. 



APPENDIX 

Let us assuma, following rcf. }, a 2 pole oscillation specified by cqui-

density surfaces according to i 

r' - r(l + I (£) k _ 2 «x„ *Ï«M)) 0) 
u 

For the usual case where k=l, the associated density of nuclear matter devclopped to 

the first order is then 

8 p o ( r ) 

p(r> = po(r) - R — | — (o.Y)A = p Q(r) + op(r) (2) 

The deformation of density creates a perturbation to the potential which can be 

described in a folding model, as : 

AV(r) - / d 3r' ApCr1) v(r,r') 

&r 
or AV(r) - R / d 3r' " " ° ^ ' v(r,r')(a.Y)> (3) 

where v(r,r ) is an effective nucleon-nuclcon interaction. 

At the limit o£ k zero range interaction v(r,rf) =VQ6(r-r') relation (3) reduces to 

AV(r) = R - ° r (o.Y) x (4) 

where V(r) is the spherical part of the optical potential defined in the Folding 

model as 

V 0(r) = / d
3r"' Po(r) v<r,r') (5) 

relation (A) gives the coupling term describing collective excitations in collec

tive model DWBA calculations ), the quantity R from formulae (1) and <4) can 

then be identified to the radius R of the optical potential V (r). This conclu

sion is only an approximation when v(r,r') is a JTiniterange interaction. 

Complete derivation, following the approach of ref. ) leads to a relation bet

ween a sum over deformation lengths fLR and a quantity given by the energy weighted 

sum rule limit : 



r 
where 6. are deformations parameters extracted from the data by DUfiA analysis. 

For the n 1 transition of mul tipularity L, the left hand side of relation (t>) 

can be expressed in percentage of the limit given by ths right hand sirio. 

J 
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TABLE CAPTIOUS 

Tabic 1 Normalization coefficients F(J , T) multiplying o_ DWIÏA calculations to 

" 12 
take into account knock-out exchange contribution for C(ptp ) reaction 

analysis at 45 MeV incident energy. 

Table 2 Deformation parameters (J and deformation lengths B.R obtained for the 

+ - 12 
first 2 and 3 collective levels of C in the three experiments. 

Tabic 3 Summary of the results obtained and assigned quantum numbers for the tran-

12 
sitions observed in the three experiments on C. 

Tnblc A Values of normalization coefficients N necessary for microscopic calcula

tions to reproduce the experimental data in the two proton experiments. 

Table 5 Deformation lengths and corresponding percentage of EWSK limit, deduced 

from collective model aralysis of isoscalar natural parity transitions 

observed in the two proton experiments. 



[— ... — I 

Tabic I 

" D W D 
J Transition J Transition 

T - 0 T = 1 

r P3/2 dS/2 2.2 1.9 
2* P3/2 Pl/2 3. 2.2 
3 P3/2 d5/2 S. 5. 
4* p3/2 fS/2 3. 
o" -1 . 

P3/2 "3/2 0.65 2. 
1+ 

p3/2 pl/2 1.6 1.4 
2" p3/2 d5/2 3.3 1.3 

J 
T r 



r 
Table 2 

(p,p') 45 MeV (p,p') 155 MeV (o,o ) 60 McV R..f.37) 

2 + h .7 .6 .4 .63 
4.4 MeV G 2 R a ) .76 .84 .43 .70 
3~ B3 .45 .41 .23 .42 

9.6 HeV e 3R a ) .49 .57 .25 .47 

a) R is the optical potential radius parameter 

J 



Table 3 

( p . p 1 ) «5 MeV (P.p" ) 155 MeV ( t t . a 1 ) 60 MeV Present 
work J 1 7 'J E i AE 

X X 
MeV koV 

r » Ar 

KeV keV 

L 

transf. 

li 
X 

HcV 

> AE 
X 

kcV 

r i Ai' 

MeV keV 

L 

transf . 

E : IE 
X X 

MeV keV 

Present 
work 

réf. ; 

15.3 ±200 2 . ±200 2 15.5 1 I 0 0 b ) 2+ 0 

18.35 ± 30 0 . 3 i 1 0 0 a) 18.35 1 50 0.4 ± 100 2 18.5 1 150 2 + . 3 - 0,1 O" 
19.4 i 50 0 .5 ±100 1 19.4 ± 50 0 .53 1 100 1 2" 1 2", 

19.65 i 50 0 .44 i 100 4 19.6 ± 50 0 . 5 ±100 4 19.5 1 2 0 0 C > 4* 0 

20 .27 * 50 0 . 1 4 ± 50 ( 0 , 1 ) 

20 .57 ± 50 0 .32 + 100 a) 20 .6 ± 80 0 .45 ± 1 5 0 3 3 " 1 ( 3 ~ , 
21 .65 ± 100 l . 2 0 ± 150 3 2 1 . 3 + 250 0 .95 1 3 0 0 3 21 .65 1 100 3 " 0 

(22 .1 +200) ( 0 . 6 ± 0 . 3 ) (1) 21 .95 1 150 0 . 8 1 100 1 r 1 
• 2 2 . 3 6 1 50 0 . 3 1 50 22 .35 1 100 

22 .6 i 100 0 .65 1200 1 22 .6 ± 150 900 ± 100 i ~ 1 r. 
'23 .50+ 50 0 .23 1 100 1 23 .50 0 .23 *~ 1 
2 3 . 9 2 + 80 0 .4 ±100 1 23.92 0 .4 • " 1 
25 .3 ±150 0.51 1 100 CD 2 5 . 3 ±200 r 1 r. 

(25 .8 ±300) 0 . 7 5 1 150 ( 0 ( 2 5 . 8 ) d"> (1) 
27. ± 3 0 0 1.4 ±200 (1) ( 2 7 . ) 

29 .4 ± 3 0 0 
( 1 , 2 ) 

(2 ) ( 2 + ) 

1 

1 

a) The shape of the angular distribution doesn't permit t. assignment (sec Fig. 7). 
b) I* • 2.1 ± 0.3 MeV, (L = 2). 
c) (L - 4). 
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Transition Wave 

Function 
N 
45 HeV N155 McV 

j\T "> F d ) 

Wave 

Function 
N 
45 HeV N155 McV 

(&V) (McV) 

l+,0 12.7 1*. 0.37 1. C> 

1 +,! 15.1 16.6 0.34 ..<> 

ï*.l 16.1 16.3 0.45 ..<> 

2",1 19.4 19.3 0.5 2.8 

3",1. 20.6 23.5 0.25 4. 

l".1 24 a) 0.36 1. 

a) Total dipolc cross section (see section 6,3) 

29, b) Eigenvalue of RPA wave function used in calculation ) 

c) Transitions used to adjust the interaction (see ref. 

3ft 
d) See ref. ) and table 3 

3^ 

J 



r 
Ex 

(HeV) 
(P,P'> 45 HeV CP.P1) 155 MoV Ex 

(HeV) BLR *\ 6L* S S L 

. B2 »> 

4.44 

15.3 

18.35 

0.76 

(0.2I) 0 ) 

18.6 

(6.) 

0.84 

0.23 

0.27 

22.7 

5.7 

9.7 

Total 38.1 

11.5 

6.2 
E3 

9.6 
21.3 
21.65 

0.49 

0.40 

8.5 

12.7 

0.57 

0.28 

38.1 

11.5 

6.2 

Total 21.2 17,7 

E4 
14.1 

19.6 

(C-17) 

0.28 

1.2 

4.6 

0.17 

0.44 

1.2 

11.5 

Total 5.8 12.7 

a) Rough estimates due to bad fit of collective model calculations 

• to the data. 
3 

b) The % S. value, obtained for these three states from He scattering 

experiment are 15.7, 6.4 and 3.4 % in the order given by the table, and 

they are 9.9, 1.9 and 1.4 % r'̂ sp. from a scatt. ring experiment. 



FIGURE CAPTIONS 

1 Examples of inelastic scattering spectra measured in the three experiments-. 

I) proton spectrum at incident energy E. = 155 MeV, 6 = 18°. 2) proton 

spectrum at E. = 'i5 MeV, G "65°. 3) alpha particle spectrum at E. » 60 McV, 

0 -22.5°. 

2 Example of decomposition of one spectrum into background and peaks. The peaks 

unfolded from difference spectrrni are shown at the bottom of the figure. 

3 Elastic scattering data measured with 60 HuV u-particlos and compared to 

optical model calculations. A fit of equivalent quality is obtained for 

the 42 McV incident energy. 

4 Experimental angular distributions measured for the states at 12.7 McV, 

15,1 McV and ID. I MeV. Tlicy arc compared to microscopic model calculations 
32 33 

performed with interactions from ref. ) (solid line) and ref» ) (dashed 
line). Normalization coefficients are indicated for each calculation. 

5 Experimental and calculated angular distributions measured for the first. 

2 and 3 collective transitions. Protons angular distributions (left hand 

side) arc compared to microscopic model (full line) and collective model 

(dashed line) calculations.a-particle angular distributionsare compared 

to collective model calculations. 

6 Angular distributions measured in the three experiments i.or the level at 

14.OS McV. Results of microscopic calculations assuming a simple ]p-,/9 ^7/2 ' 

wave function for the populated state, are compared to proton data (dashed 

curves). Collective model calculated shapes assuming L « 4 arc fitted to 

the experimental points of 155 McV protons and 60 MeV a-particles incasurcmcn 

7 Angular distribution of the state observed around E = 15.3 MeV. The data . 

points arc fitted with collective model calculation assuming I, - 2. 

•L~J 
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8 Angular distributions measured for states at excitation energies between 
12 

18 MeV and 22 MeV in C(p,p') reactions. For the microscopic calculations 

(dashed curves), quantum numbers (J ,T,E. ) of the RVA wave functions used ) 

arc specified in the insets together with the normalization coefficient*. S 

which multiply the theoretical cross-section in order to reproduce the 

experimental valu, s (values of N = J arc not specified). 

12 

9 Angular distribution of the strength observed at 29.4 MeV in C. It is 

compared to microscopic calculations using RPA wave functions of states 

predicted in that excitation energy region. The theoretical cross-sections c 

responding to the two RPA states at 28 MeV and 28.5 MeV have been summed. 

12 

10 Angular distributions of dipole states observed in C(p,p') reactions. 

Solia line is the result of dipole isovector collective model calculations 

(see refs * ) fitted to the data points. 

12 

I) Angular distribution of the total dipole strength deduced from C(p,p') 

spectra. Solid lines correspond to microscopic calculation (see text for 

details*. Diagram indicates the magnitude of the integrated cross-section 

for RPA predicted transitions. 
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